A Note
from the
Editors
Hello and welcome to Issue 37 of From Glasgow to Saturn!
This latest issue is brought to you by a new editorial team, and we first want to
thank the last team for all their work. Jemma Beedie, Lotte Mitchell Reford
and Jordan Mulligan, we applaud your lovingly curated previous editions, and
appreciate all the help you gave us during the handover.
And now on to Issue 37! We are so excited to bring you what we think is a
fabulous selection of writings from the past and present of the University of
Glasgow. It’s been a long time since From Glasgow to Saturn’s last edition,
but here we come, bounding over the snow like a St Bernard with your
welcome tot of creative writing brandy.
What awaits you is a truly international selection, featuring the comic, the
tragic, and the poetic, from the ever-diverse writers of the University of
Glasgow’s diaspora. From the personal to the historical, the first three stories
alone bring you a Texan student’s first freezing winter in Scotland, a sobering
walk through modern day Hiroshima, and a peek behind the scenes of one of
the most iconic stunts in cinematic history. Additionally, From Glasgow to
Saturn continues to showcase a strong poetry selection; we urge you to read
and re-read Cameo Martlett’s ‘The Dog-Walker,’ Mauri Murphy’s ‘Memo,’ and
Ryan Vance’s ‘Show Offs.’ Also very exciting is the dramatic black and white

photography of Phillipa Cheron, which graces our front cover as well as a few
pages inside.
We would also like to extend our thanks to everyone who submitted their
work, whether we included it or not. As the standard and quantity of
submissions was very high, deciding which pieces to include was a difficult
task.
On an equally humble note, eternal thanks are due to all our readers and the
41 supporters who backed Issue 37 on Kickstarter. When From Glasgow to
Saturn ran into choppy waters, we never expected it would receive so much
support. It was a touching reminder of the long-standing relationship that this
journal has with several generations of the University of Glasgow’s alumni. A
thousand thank yous!
From the current editors, and on behalf of all the editors that are yet to come,
we hope you enjoy Issue 37.

Editors
Laura Becherer
Christopher Lynch
AK Thaysen
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How to Be Cold
Carly Brown

Carly Brown is a writer, performer and
postgrad living in Glasgow, Scotland. She’s
the author of a poetry chapbook, Grown Up
Poetry Needs to Leave Me Alone, and a
children’s picture book, I Love St Andrews.
Her current project is a historical fiction
novel. When she’s not writing, she likes
drinking coffee, making breakfast tacos and
watching Gilmore Girls (preferably all at
once). Say hello to her on Twitter
@TheForthBelle or check out her website:
www.carlyjbrown.com.

It was my first Scottish winter and
the worst one in decades, according to the
news reports. I had just moved to
Scotland from Austin, Texas to study at St
Andrews, a university on the rural coast
of Fife, and I had never experienced true
winter weather before. Growing up in
Texas, I spent the majority of my childhood lathered in sunscreen, hiding out in air
conditioned houses and cars.
Once, when I was about six years old, a few inches of snow fell in Austin, enough
to make it look like somebody had dusted the city with a light layer of flour. Everything
shut down. The streets were deserted and covered in a glossy sheen of ice. I thought it
was marvelous. I remember the blades of grass outside our house, sprinkled with white,
and building a tiny snowman, a few inches tall. His body looked like three marbles
stacked on top of one another.
Before arriving in Scotland, I imagined that winters there would be cozy and
atmospheric. I thought of the burn of whisky in my throat as I sat by a fire wrapped in a
tweed blanket, reading a Victorian novel and looking out at a peaceful, white landscape.
I thought it would be like living inside a Christmas card.
The reality was less picturesque. I didn’t know how to move in the cold, so winter
meant slipping in the parking lot on the way to class. I watched as my Canadian friends
glided over the ice while I trudged, step after step, planting my whole weight on the
frozen earth before daring to take another step forward. I thought of Bambi, in the scene
where he is pushed onto the frozen pond, my legs wobbling under me as I tried to gain
balance. It seemed that every other day I would feel the rush of cold air below me and
then the sudden, painful knock of the earth.
I didn't own any thick coats or wool sweaters and I could always feel water
seeping through my thin cotton socks. The only waterproof shoes I had were blue polka
dotted rain boots, newly purchased at an overpriced shop in the town. I felt cold water
sloshing around in the bottom of them and with every step they squeaked.
'I always know when you're coming,' my boyfriend James would joke, 'because it
sounds like a family of ducks.'
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Not surprisingly, I was ill all the time. My chest was clogged with congestion and
sometimes I could not tell if my cheeks were burning from the wind or from fever. I
smelled of Vicks' Vapor Rub and carried around a purse jammed with cherry throat
lozenges.
Even at night, when I lay cocooned in layers of blankets, underneath a heavy
duvet, I was not warm. The cold had soaked through my shoes, my socks and my skin. I
imagined that my bones looked like the snow-covered tree branches, shaking in the
wind. I slept with a heating pad underneath my sheets, cranked up to the highest
setting. I felt the steady hum of electricity beneath me, but it didn't do any good.
I lived in a dorm room with another Texan girl. Our room was thought to be the
coldest in the building, which I believed was the university's idea of a joke, sticking the
two Southern girls together in an icebox. The room was full of big, single-glazed
windows and our heater didn’t work. Occasionally it sputtered like a clogged drain, as if
it was about to start, but every time I walked over to touch it, I felt nothing.
*
'It's easy,' James said, stepping out in front of me in the snowy track. 'You saw
how I just did it? I'm going to give you a little push and then...wheeeeee!' He threw his
hands up in the air like a little boy on a roller coaster. Sometimes he looked so much like
a child, with his prominent two front teeth and the smattering of freckles on his cheeks.
My fingers shook as I placed the trash can lid at the start of the track. It wobbled
a little under my weight as I plopped down gracelessly, kicking my legs out in front of
me. By the orange glow of the streetlights, I could still see the faraway curves of the golf
course, the green slopes where celebrity golfers and movie stars flocked for
tournaments, now blanketed in white.
'Come on,' James said. I felt his hands wrap around my shoulders as if I was his
boxing champion and he was psyching me up before throwing me back into the ring.
'Why are you so tense?'
'I'm just nervous,' I said.
'I mean, of course, you don't have to do it,' he said. 'Do whatever you want, Cahhly.' He dropped the 'r' when he said my name, so it sounded like he was talking about a
collie dog.
James was English but he lived in Bermuda, because his family worked for 'the
government'. I never knew if he meant the British or the Bermudian government, but I
always assumed that his dad was some sort of secret agent. According to James,
Bermuda was a paradise where people smoked hash all the time and got high while
listening to dubstep. He was an aspiring DJ. This was sexy in principle, but in reality I
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thought his music sounded a lot like someone was pouring water on a robot, causing it
to malfunction.
Sometimes we would sit in his room with the window open while he blasted
dubstep, the sputtering bass sounds reverberating off the snowy trees outside. I had
asked him to close the window a few times, but he always said no and explained that I
would never get used to the cold if I wasn’t exposed to it.
*
James and I had met on my first night in St Andrews. There was a massive party
for all the freshers at the student union and I was bobbing alongside my new friends
when a boy with a mop of dark curly hair came up behind me. We began dancing and I
felt his hipbones digging into my lower back as we swayed. We exchanged a few facts
about one another (‘You live in University Hall too? That’s such a coincidence!') and
suddenly I felt his open mouth pressed against mine. I'd never had a real kiss before, but
I knew I wasn't supposed to keep my mouth totally shut. I parted my lips and he shoved
his tongue inside, the way that someone sticks a hand through the couch cushions when
they're trying to find a lost pair of keys.
He walked me home that night through the light rain, took my number and, after
that, we saw each other a few times a week. Often he took me to the one nightclub in
town where he bought me brightly colored alcohol that tasted like nail polish remover
and we danced. We argued a lot, mostly about whether English Literature was a 'real
degree'. When I told him that I wanted to be a writer, he would laugh and ask me what I
really wanted to be.
Sometimes we argued about sex.
'Cahh-ly,' James would say, 'all I'm saying is, we've been together for a few
months now. I don't see why it has to be a big deal.'
I didn't want it to be a big deal. I had read plenty of feminist books about why
'losing your virginity' should in no way be equated with loss. I tried to view it as an
addition to my life, rather than a subtraction. But years of 'abstinence only' education in
the Texas public school system was sufficient enough to terrify me. I was still haunted by
visions of teachers with southern drawls waving condoms in the air shouting, 'These
only work 80% of the time. Would you get on a plane that only made it to 80% of its
destinations? Would you?!'
I had a science teacher who once took two hearts made out of construction paper,
one red and one blue, and glued them together in front of our class. Then, she put them
at the edge of the chalkboard so that the glue could dry. At the end of the day, she tried
to pull the hearts apart. Little flecks of blue paper stuck to the red paper and vice versa.
They couldn't be pulled apart without losing a part of themselves. 'This,' she said,
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holding aloft her visual metaphor, 'is what will happen to you if you have sex. Little bits
of you will always be stuck to that other person. You won't be able to get them back.
Ever.'
A few months after arriving in the little Scottish town, I made a pro/con list in my
notebook entitled: Should I Have Sex with James? I wrote a little '+' and a '-' at the top
of the page and drew a line down the middle.
In the pro column, I wrote, 'It's not a big deal', although this was possibly negated
by the fact that I was making the list in the first place. I also wrote, 'James is very nice
and intelligent'. While the latter was certainly true – he was studying to be an
astrophysicist – his niceness was debatable. He rarely responded to my texts, flirted
with other girls and wouldn't tell me a lot of basic information about himself, including
his middle name. On the negative side, I wrote: 'Emotional impact?'
*
'Okay,' I said, closing my eyes and adjusting my grip on the trash can lid. 'I think
I'm ready.'
'You're sure?' James asked.
I nodded, keeping them closed.
'You're not supposed to close your eyes,' he said. 'It's supposed to be fun.'
I opened my eyes and clutched the sides of the trash can lid so hard I felt my
knuckles might burst. It's supposed to be fun, I told myself. It's supposed to be'One…' he started out. There was laughter in his voice. 'Two…’
'Stop,' I said.
He did not move.
'I just don’t feel like it,’ I said.
'Fine,' James snapped and I felt ashamed as I stood back up. Why did I take
everything so seriously? Children do this, I thought. It's a children's game.
‘I've never really done it before, you know. When I was a kid there wasn't really
any snow around and I never –' I started rambling.
‘It’s cool,’ he said, picking up the lid, ‘but you’re missing out.’
I felt the cold water sloshing around in my rain boots as we walked back to the
dorm. Muddy snow squelched under my feet. That’s another thing they don't tell you
about snow. It is not all white, like plump pillows. It gets muddy and starts gathering
dirt as soon as it hits the ground. It's only white at the moment it falls.
*
Later that night, James and I were curled up naked on his single bed under a thin
cotton sheet. There was a half empty bottle of Smirnoff vodka on the floor and an
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overturned carton of cranberry juice. I couldn't remember how many glasses of
vodka we drank before we started kissing, but I remember the warmth rising from the
center of my body. We had giggled as we watched The Simpsons, guzzling glass after
glass as the yellow characters wobbled around on his computer screen.
As I lay there, I looked over at his desk and the piles of physics homework stacked
up on top of it. He wrote all his calculations out on grid paper, so the papers were
covered in hand-drawn circles, with diagonal lines shooting off them like exploding
stars. His professors insisted that he write out all his calculations in pen, so, he told me,
if you made a big mistake, you had to start all over.
'Jesus,' he said suddenly.
'What?' I asked.
'Your toes are freezing,' he said, laughing a little but evidently quite disturbed by
this. 'Why are they so cold? It's like you're dead or something.'
'I don't know. I'm cold, I'm just really cold,' I said, not looking at him. I began to
wonder if something was medically wrong with me. If I didn't retain warmth like other
people.
He wrapped his arms tighter around me and said my name. Somehow it sounded
like an apology. My name sounded like 'Sorry.'
'Can you just, close the window?' I asked.
He got up without saying a word. In the moonlight, his body looked clean and
white. I watched him grab the handle and tug the window shut. I squeezed my eyes shut
too and waited for the feeling of happiness, or even regret, to rise up within me.
James climbed back into the bed and wrapped his arms around my bare chest.
We lay in silence as I looked at his cork board. On it, there was just one poster, a black
and white image of a DJ turntable. It was a nice poster, but I was unnerved by the fact
that it was the only thing on the board. Why didn't he have a single photograph of his
family, friends, even a pet?
His breathing was becoming steadier, rhythmic, and I worried he was already
drifting towards sleep.
'What are you thinking about?' I asked.
He sighed. 'Honestly?'
'Yeah, honestly.'
'I was thinking about my physics lecture tomorrow.'
I exhaled, although I didn't feel relieved.
'James, I think I'm just going to go. I'm tired.'
'You can stay if you want.' His offer was half-hearted. It was the voice that he
used when he offered me the last cookie, even though he really wanted it for himself. A
voice full of politeness but lacking conviction.
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'I would rather just go, if that's cool.'
'Sure,' he said. I looked over at him and his eyes were closed. I considered
pressing him for something more - Did he feel happy? Freaked out? Numb? - but
decided to leave it.
I started to pick up my clothes from the floor.
*
When I arrived back in my hallway, the lights flickered on. There was a motion
sensor and I hoped that the sudden burst of light from the main hallway might wake up
one of my friends.
I stood staring down at the dark green carpet for a while, listening for a sound of
movement behind any of the doors. I didn't hear anything. I wasn't sure if this was the
kind of news that you wake somebody up for. My friends all knew that I had been
considering having sex with James but to wake them up and announce that we had
finally done it seemed extreme. I had been hoping they would be up anyway, at least one
or two of them, giggling in the hallway eating brownies and wasting time on YouTube. It
was only 1:30 in the morning.
I ripped a piece of lined paper from one of my notebooks in my backpack and
wrote on it: ‘Big News! Wake me when you find this.’ I drew a few balloons and a stick
figure with curly hair like me and dot eyes and a smile. It was a crappy drawing, but it
was how I hoped I’d feel soon. I folded the note and stuck it under the doorway of a
friend’s room.
The radiator next to me hummed quietly, a sound I’d never heard before over the
chatter that usually filled up the hallway. I slumped down with my back against its
white, metal grooves and let the steady warmth spread across my shoulders. I closed my
eyes. The hallway lights, as if in sympathy, turned off.
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Hiroshima
Glen Chilton

Glen Chilton is an emeritus professor at St.
Mary's University in Canada, and an adjunct professor at James Cook University in
Australia. His principal research interest is
avian behavioural ecology. In 2015, Chilton
was a visiting scholar at the University of
Glasgow, investigating the nocturnal roosting behaviour of Pied Wagtails. Beyond articles in scholarly journals, Chilton also writes
lighthearted narrative non-fiction. His first
two books were The Curse of the Labrador
Duck and The Attack of the Killer Rhododendrons. His forthcoming book, The Return
of the Ferret Zombies, describes his misadventures while investigating creatures that
were rediscovered after being declared extinct.

Twenty-five years ago, I folded my first
origami crane. It took about ten minutes.
I wanted to learn how to fold additional
figures, so I borrowed a library book on
the art of Japanese paper folding. The
book suggested that the crane was the
first origami fold learned by Japanese
children, and that, in Japanese mythology, this bird represents health and long
life.
The book included the story of
Sadako Sasaki. Sadako was a young child when an atomic bomb was detonated over her
home city of Hiroshima. Ten years later she developed leukaemia. She was told that if
she were able to fold one thousand paper cranes, she would be granted her wish of remission. One version of the story had Sadako dying after having folded more than six
hundred cranes, with the task completed by her classmates. The origami book included
a photograph of a statue at the Children’s Peace Monument in Hiroshima, depicting
Sadako holding a large stylized paper crane above her head.
Since my first crane, I must have folded about one thousand more. I have used
the creative process to entertain small, bored children in airport departure lounges.
Sometimes I assemble mobiles composed of origami birds for friends expecting a child.
Over the years I have become much faster at completing them. On the day that I visited
Hiroshima, it took me about a minute to turn a piece of yellow paper with blue and red
lines into a crane.
I walked from the train station and through the city’s entertainment district, toward the part of town most severely damaged by the bomb in 1945. I stopped at the
Atomic Bomb Dome, the remnant of a building that stood close to the hypocentre of the
blast. Being situated almost directly beneath the detonation point afforded the building
a small measure of protection, and bits of it remained standing, even though everyone
inside was killed immediately and all around was reduced to rubble. As I stood contemplating the savagery of war in general and the consequences of this bomb in particular, I
was approached by a group of eight young men.
“Excuse me,” said the one with a clipboard. “May we ask you some questions?”
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“Yes, you certainly may,” I replied. One of his companions held a small recorder
between us to capture the questions and answers.
“Ok. Good. Do you speak English?”
I stifled a chuckle. “Yes, I speak English.”
“Ok. Good. My name is Hikaru. I am a students at the University of Kyoto.”
“That is wonderful. My name is Glen. I am a professor at a university in
Australia.”
“Oh. Thank you. Can you please tell me you name?”
“My name is Glen.”
“And where are you from?”
“I come from Canada, but I live in Australia.” This got a lot of “ooohs” from his
companions.
“What do you do for a living?”
“I am a university professor.” I was pleased that they were recording the interview. They would probably have to transcribe parts of it.
“Our project is about music. Do you like Japanese music?”
“I am sorry,” I said, “but I do not know very much about Japanese music.”
“That is okay. What kind of music do you like?”
“I am old. I like rock and roll. Pink Floyd, Led Zeppelin, The Who...” This earned
a lot of nods and murmurs of approval.
“Thank you for your time. May we take your photograph?”
“Yes,” I replied, “if all of you are in the photograph, too.” I positioned myself
amongst seven, while the eighth student snapped the picture. We shook hands and
bowed slightly, and I was asked to “Have a nice day now, okay?”
Across the Aioi-bashi Bridge and into the Peace Memorial Park proper, I approached a large bell, donated to the city of Hiroshima by the Greek embassy. A sign indicated that the bell was meant to be rung, again and again, to peal a message of peace
for all to hear. I stood in line with a lot of girls on a school outing, waiting my turn. In
preparation, two or three individuals would grab the rope to pull the wooden clapper
back to give the bell a really good whap, which was followed by a huge chime and lots of
giggles. My solo effort resulted in a much quieter bong.
Further into the park, I found masses of school children. Despite being a Sunday
afternoon in early June, they were all neatly dressed in dark grey, black, or navy trousers
or skirts, some with matching blazers, and all with white shirts. Their socks were neatly
pulled up and their hair was well-groomed. I suspected that these school groups had
come from all over Japan to visit Hiroshima for the weekend. But how real could the
events of 1945 be to these young people? It is likely that the grandparents of many had
not yet been born when the war came to an end.
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This was when I folded my yellow crane, which I took to the Children’s Peace
Monument I had read about 25 years before. I placed the folded paper directly beneath
the monument’s bell. As I prepared to move on, a crowd of about 100 school children
arrived. Dressed as smartly as the rest, these young people also wore matching white
caps. A few minutes later, they began to sing. I didn’t understand the words, but the
tune was cheerful enough.
Surely a peace park is meant to celebrate life as much as to commemorate the
dead. This one did. A mother passed by with her two children, one carrying a floral
arrangement and the other a helium-filled balloon. They might have been preparing to
leave them at one of the park’s many monuments, but they could have been passing
through the park on their way to their grandfather’s home. Other children, not obviously
associated with school outings, wore Hello Kitty shirts and ate soft ice cream. Couples
held hands. Sparrows and wagtails flitted across well-manicured lawns.
Near the Peace Memorial Museum, I was approached by another two boys, both a
bit younger than members of the earlier group of eight. One held a recorder, while his
friend, leaning on a cane, asked me questions. They started with the same queries about
name, nationality, and profession. Then they got on to some trickier questions.
“Our project is about Hiroshima. What do you think about the atomic bomb?”
Oh, well, for crying out loud. Did they really expect me to be able to summarize
my thoughts about nuclear holocaust in a few sentences that they could comprehend? I
think I understand the rationale behind the detonation of bombs over Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. Understanding it doesn’t mean that I think it was necessarily right. I think I
have a grasp on the toll of those bombs and their radioactive aftermath. I even understand most of the physics behind the explosions. Well, here goes.
“The atomic bomb was a terrible thing. The bomb makes me feel terribly sad for
all people of the world. The detonation of an atomic bomb must never, ever happen
again.”
“What do you think about nuclear power?”
It was a loaded question. The nuclear disaster at Fukushima had happened just
one year earlier, and it seemed likely that Japan would attempt to phase out nuclear
power as quickly as it could. Still, I think the young man wanted my honest opinion, and
so I said “I am a supporter of nuclear power.” This raised a gasp from both fellows. “I am
a scientist, and I believe that nuclear plants can be engineered to be a safe source of
power.”
Then my interviewer lightened up a bit. “Do you like Japan?”
This time I did chuckle. “Well, of course I like Japan. I have been here for three
weeks, and the people of your country have been very kind and very patient with me.”
“Do you like the United States?”
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Gees. This kid was going straight for a major artery. I think I share an opinion of
the United States with a lot of other people born in Canada. I love Americans. I just
don’t want to be an American. There is no way that these fellows would understand the
subtlety of that thought, provided in English. I also didn’t think that I could let my pause
become too pregnant while I thought of a way to explain my feelings toward an entire
nation.
“I have visited many countries,” I said. “I have met many people. People in the
United States are just like people everywhere else; they are trying to get on with their
lives in difficult times.” I wasn’t sure that it would make any sense to these young gentlemen, but I had done my best.
The fellow with the recording device took a photo of me with his friend. We all
shook hands, bowed, and separated. I walked across the Heiwa-ohasi Bridge, and back
into the heart of living Hiroshima.
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Buster
Thomas Clark

Thomas Clark is a writer and journalist who
is currently poet-in-residence at Selkirk
Football Club. His first poetry pamphlet,
Intae the Snaw, was published by Gatehouse
Press in 2015. He blogs about writing at
www.thomasjclark.co.uk

[Buster Keaton was one of the most
successful silent movie stars, performing
countless thrilling stunts whilst maintaining his trademark deadpan demeanour. In
1928, he made his final film for United Artists, Steamboat Bill Jr. Its most famous stunt
was to consist of the two-ton facade of a house collapsing on top of him, with only the
narrow attic window’s opening to save his life.]
*
It was a hot day out there on the edge of Sacramento. On the empty bonnets of the cars,
narrow men leaned with their sleeves rolled up, fanning their sun-blanked faces with
their hats. Birds sighed, and the listless dust stirred briefly on the road, as if in the midst
of dreaming. Even the wind was too tired to blow, nagging around their ankles like a
peevish child. Only the barest fringe of shadow slouched beneath the eaves, and the
American River was a long brown slug, oozing past Sutter’s Mill on its way to Folsom
Lake.
The grass in the garden crunched beneath Joe’s feet, snapping as if its blades were made
of plastic. Patiently, he paced a long triangle into the ground. Its base sat square against
a house tall as a barn, so that its point stabbed out into the heart of the yard. With
measured strides he made one more circuit, then allowed his gaze to creep admiringly
up the house’s side.
Good and sturdy.
Sturdy enough to kill ya, Eddie said.
Joe smiled with his eyes. He tamped a Lucky Strike against its pack and put it in his
mouth. Cupped his other hand against the wind. Then he lit the cigarette and waggled
the match into the air.
Eddie looked at him. He had been working with Joe on and off for years, but he’d never
got used to him. Other guys, they had a handle, something solid about them you could
hang onto; kids, family. Take Fatty Arbuckle. Better, take Harry Lloyd. Harry was game.
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He would do anything for a laugh. Damn well nearly blinded himself once, lighting his
cigar from the fuse of a bomb. Joe, though. Joe wasn’t like that. He didn’t mind taking a
risk, but he reckoned to get paid for it. Eddie knew that as well anyone, but still he
expected everything Joe did to transpose into some neat little comic routine. The
cigarette flipped up end over end. The match clutched absently until it singed the hand.
Whaddya think, Eddie? Bout here?
With the heel of his boot, Joe marked a spot fifteen feet from the wall. Eddie glanced up
at a window-frame high in the house’s side. The mark was roughly where the frame
would have landed if the wall fell down.
It’s ball park, Joe, but we’ll measure it out. Walk through with a dummy.
Joe shook his head. He took the cigarette out of his mouth and held it out in front of him
like a dart.
We ain’t got money to waste on another dummy, never mind another wall. This
dummy here’s costing plenty as it is.
He tapped himself, hard, on the side of the head. His hands were dirty, and the tip of his
finger left a whorl on his make-up. Eddie lifted his gaze back to the window. It was
smaller than he’d remembered, and a couple of hand spans higher up. He scratched his
cheek.
I dunno, Joe. I’d sure feel a lot better about it.
Joe glanced down, his moon-like face disappearing suddenly behind the rim of his hat.
With his boot heel he scraped a divot in the ground and stood in it, kicking at the dry
earth until it bounced across the grass like shreds of rubber. Eddie stood and watched
him silently, his right arm leaning uncomfortably on the camera.
There. Joe looked up at him, resumed his cigarette. There ya go, Eddie. There’s your
inch.
Eddie shifted his weight gently to the other foot. His pocket watch swung loose and
bumped against his ribs.
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Ain’t nobody asking for inches, Joe.
Joe shook his expressionless face, his wide eyes full of sun.
Hell they ain’t. Inches here, nickels there. Dummies in front of the cameras and slide
rules behind ‘em.
Eddie laid his cheek upon his fist. Behind him the wondering footsteps departed even
more reluctantly, and the wind was devoid of chatter. He sighed and stared out into the
river. It was running faster now, but from here it still looked like nothing.
Joe, we been through all this. Make a compromise once in a while, for Chrissakes.
Y’know, other actors…
Actors! Why’d ya have to drag them into it?
Joe’s face was so still his voice seemed to be coming from somewhere else, like a
vaudeville performer without a puppet.
I ain’t just pretending here, Eddie. I ain’t another one of your phonies.
Eddie took a deep breath and looked up. The sun was struggling to cross the sky, and it
would be bright for hours. You couldn’t buy a day like this.
Eddie lifted his hands.
Okay, you’re right. I’m sorry. I just don’t like taking risks.
Joe nodded tensely, raised his cigarette to his thin straight lips. He ambled back towards
the house.
Wall’s a hundred bucks, Eddie, he said, knocking on it, You get it? I ain’t gonna drop a
hundred bucks on just a set-up.
Eddie smiled and winked at the stagehands.
I seen your contract, Joe. You got no worries.
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As they laughed Joe breathed out thoughtfully, sending a long plume of smoke
spreading, like an umbrella, into the air. His eyes dotted urgently from particle to
particle as they faded, as if remembering their location for future reference.
You ever been round to Charlie’s place?
Eddie glanced up from a call sheet.
Charlie’s place? Nah, never.
Mooncrest, he calls it. Nice little box, Joe said. Invited me over once coupla years ago.
Real fun guy. Stood there in the bath with his clothes on playing this goddamn fiddle.
Next thing is his brother bursts in, frantic. National are balking at a million, he says.
They’re ready to walk.
Eddie let out a long, low whistle.
A million dollars. Goddamn.
Joe nodded seriously and leaned back against the wall.
Well, hell, Eddie, you know me. It ain’t even my money and I’m sick with worry
listening to him. But Charlie just stands there the whole time with his eyes shut,
scraping away. Then you know what he says?
The wall juddered a little, loosely. Eddie looked at it, then shook his head.
He turns and he says, “Syd. I am an artist. I don’t care about money. I’d simply like to
own a million dollars.”
Somebody laughed, but Joe gave no indication of hearing. His wide eyes looked
expressionlessly off at something in the distance. Whatever it was he saw did not
surprise him.
You’re worth twice that, Joe, Eddie said.
Yeah, yeah. Let’s get started.
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Eddie cast a look at the cameramen, who nodded. There were two cameras, a luxury Joe
regarded with pained indulgence. He begrudged his employers every second of film that
he thought they hadn’t paid for. He threw his cigarette into the scrub and turned
towards the lens.
Don’t stop cranking till I sign it. You got that? And nice and even. None of that speedup shtick.
While Joe was talking, Eddie glanced up again at the window in the wall. From the
ground it looked no bigger than a postcard, and there was nothing behind it but black. It
was like a hole had been cut from a photograph and held up to the night.
Joe took his mark.
Keep ‘em rolling, Eddie, you hear? Make sure and keep ‘em rolling.
Eddie looked from Joe to the window.
Why, you gonna do something after it?
Joe half-closed his eyes, looked into himself.
Yeah. Retire.
The set began to grumble into life. Lighting men gazed foolishly into the sun, their longnecked lamps still dangling from their hands. Men from continuity fussed round Joe
with tapes, measuring him out from head to toe. Behind them, near the house, panting
stagehands settled into place, and the false wall trembled like a curtain. Joe lifted
himself up onto his tip-toes, shrunk down again, took off his boater.
Here, he said, throwing it off-set, No use wasting a perfectly good hat.
Eddie closed one eye and peered through the eyepiece of the camera. On either side of
the wall, flimsy trellises climbed like ladders to the sky. Joe stood between them, his face
a pallid blank. There was a long silence as Eddie busied himself with the camera, dusting
its lens with a knotted towel. A canvas stretcher rested like a ladder against a fence, and
the guys from security were on one last sweep, checking for hacks and insurance men.
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There could be no more putting things off. The crew had gathered in a semi-circle
around the yard, and the sun was finally dropping from the sky.
Joe glanced up at the window again. His face flickered.
It ain’t too late, you know, Eddie said.
Joe shrugged at him.
I guess.
Eddie stooped to the camera’s eyepiece. The old case smelled like fertilizer, and the
black rim of its plastic was so hot it burnt his cheek. The clapperboard swam into view,
its arm poised like a blade. Eddie closed his eyes. Not even the camera, he realised now,
could keep Joe safe. And he stood there, and for as long as he could he held onto that
light-drenched image, watery and pale, a photo of a photo. The house, the yard; even the
sun seemed phony to him. Everything was fading, and only Joe, in the centre of the iris,
was left real, a Rushmore Lincoln on a counterfeit dollar.
See you on the other side, Joe said.
See you on the other side, Buster.
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Jimmy recognised his nanna’s writing on
the envelope. He took it to the kitchen
and showed it to his mum. She wiped her hands on her apron and took the letter and
opened it up. As she was reading her eyes went narrow and she was quiet.
Is it from Nanna and Granddad?
Shush.
He bounced up and down on his tiptoes to look. Sometimes they sent money.
Once it had been a five pound note. But this time it was only paper with words on it. She
said Shush, again, and turned her back.
Jimmy’s dad came in. His hair was sticking up and his face was a bit yellow.
Jimmy’s mum held up the letter and said This has come. It’s from your mum. He made a
noise like Pfff and walked past her to the cupboard. I could do with a drink of water, he
said. He ran the tap and bent over the sink to drink.
Jimmy looked at his mum and said Are they coming, are they coming?
Quiet, said his dad, gasping, wiping his mouth with the back of his hand. Go and
play somewhere for a bit.
Jimmy went into in the other room. He stood near the door. They were speaking
quietly, almost whispering.
When?
It says today.
For crying out loud.
You better ring her up then.
Jimmy’s dad came walking through very quickly with the letter in his hand saying
Where’s your purse then? He pulled some coins out of it and went outside. The phone
box was on the corner opposite. Jimmy looked out the window. Someone was in there so
his dad was having to wait. He had his fists on his hips and was staring into the phone
box and shaking his head. Then he jogged around the corner and disappeared.
Jimmy went back into the kitchen. His mum was standing there looking at the
stove. No more questions, she said. Not right now.
His dad came in, out of breath. No answer, he said. I bet they’ve set off.
Is Bodie coming? Jimmy said. He remembered Bodie, the big flabby dog with a
big golden coat.
Look, just split for a bit.
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Jimmy went outside. This had been their third house in two years - a new city
each time. Because it was the summer holidays he hadn’t started school yet, and didn’t
know anyone. At the end of the street was some waste ground and a row of derelict
houses. He walked round behind them and tried to throw stones up through the empty
window panes.
*
It was in the afternoon. Jimmy’s mum was sitting down. She had her hands
bunched up in fists and was looking down at the ground with her shoulders hunched up.
His dad had been standing at the window, moving the curtain and peering up the street.
They’re here, he said. Stay there.
Granddad was on the doorstep. Jimmy could lean his head and see the silhouette
of his dad blocking the doorway with his arm. No, he was saying. No. You can’t just turn
up. Granddad was saying in a loud voice For Pete’s sake. Five hours we been driving.
Aint you gonna do us a cuppa tea even?
I said no. Not coming in.
Jimmy’s mum was whispering to herself.
Nanna appeared on the doorstep, carrying something. You alright Maggie? she
shouted into the house. Mags? You alright?
Don’t say nothing, Jimmy’s dad shouted over his shoulder.
Ey? You alright in there Maggie?
None of your business. She’s alright. You’re going now, I’m shutting the door,
look.
Got some toys for you, toys and blankets. Are you doing alright? she called
through.
Don’t need em.
Yeah, shouted Jimmy’s mum. Yes. She screwed her eyes up.
Jimmy’s granddad had opened the car to let the dog out. What about Bodie? he
said. Got a drink of water for him? Bloody boiling in there, five hours.
Jimmy saw the dog and said Bodie! Bodie! and patted the floor. Granddad let the
dog off the leash and it ran into the house, big and heavy and panting with its great big
tongue flapping out from the side of its mouth.
Jimmy’s Dad banged the door shut, talking under his breath.
The dog pushed its nose into Jimmy’s face, and put its paws on his shoulders, and
barked up at the ceiling. Jimmy laughed as the dog licked his face and barked up at the
ceiling again.
Might as well do it a drink of water, said Jimmy’s mum, standing up.
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The dog slurped all the water out of the pan and then walked around in a circle and
rolled over with its legs in the air. Nanna and Granddad were in the car. Jimmy could
see the backs of their heads. Granddad was waving his arms about as if he was shouting.
It was a big car. The dog cage was in the boot and the back seat was full of things. There
was a bicycle on its side, cardboard boxes, and a quilt and pillows squashed flat against
the glass.
Jimmy ran his fingers against the dog’s fur. Its belly was hot and soft when he
pushed his hand into it.
Stop messing about, said Jimmy’s dad, pulling the dog away by its collar.
He went to drag it outside but the dog dug its paws into the floor and growled and
snarled. Help me get this bloody thing out, he shouted towards the car. Come and give
us a hand then.
When they had driven off Jimmy’s dad came inside and sat down and lit a cigarette
and shook his head. Jimmy’s mum stood up and said Have they gone then? and went
outside to look. After a few minutes Jimmy’s dad said he was going to the pub, and
Jimmy could watch the wrestling.
Jimmy copied the moves. He jumped off the couch to slam his opponent into the
floor. His mum came in from the kitchen and stood in the doorway. Jimmy, she said. He
looked up at her. All around her eyes was red and her cheeks were pale and blotchy. She
wasn’t smiling. I hope you’re being careful in there, she said. I am yeah, he said. I am.
She came over and leant down and put her arm around his shoulders and squeezed him
hard. He had some of her hair in his mouth and he could taste her shampoo. Her fingers
were pressing into the bones at the top of his arm and it hurt a bit but he didn’t say
anything. Good boy then, she said. Good boy.
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Peter is surprised to find a woman
reading his file when he enters the
consulting room. He made his
appointment with a doctor new to the practice, picking the name – Dr Simpson – from
the notice board at reception. He hoped it would be someone unfamiliar with his case.
Now that she has consulted his records, it seems unlikely that he'll be able to persuade
her to prescribe the pills he wants.
He is surprised, too, by her youthful appearance. When he was younger he might
have tried to flirt with her, but he has learned that nowadays this is considered
inappropriate. She has a pleasant, efficient manner. When he makes his request, she
explains, in a gentle tone implying compassion for his difficulties, that the drug he wants
would be unsuitable, even dangerous, in combination with the cocktail of his other
medications. She can only offer a further prescription of his usual painkillers, and some
muscle relaxant pills that might help him sleep. As she speaks, she types on a computer
keyboard, and prints off a prescription. Peter accepts it, thanks her, and leaves.
It is after six o'clock and the sun is westering. The surgery, a brash red-brick
building, stands close to the shore, and the breeze carries the soft salt smell of the ocean
to him as he crosses to the car park. Starlings, already in an autumn flock, feed and
squabble on the grass beside the sea wall.
He drives along the shore road towards the harbour. It is a distance from the
town, at the end of a promontory that curls out like a beckoning finger into the bay. The
road has been recently upgraded to carry traffic to and from the new ferry terminal and
the fish market. It follows the route of the old railway, which used to transport coal from
the mines inland. The harbour preserves the last shreds of industry in the town.
Edwardian buildings, where clerks once recorded weights and landings, still cling to
usefulness as warehouses and premises for small businesses. The harbour area is still
busy in the day, then settles down after the five o'clock ferry. A few staff remain in the
Portakabins at the terminal, to handle the last ferry that will unload under floodlights at
ten o’clock; but, as in the town itself, in the evening there are few other souls to be seen.
Opposite the lorry park, a shabby caravan acts as a snack bar, staying open till all other
work is done.
He stops in the lorry park. The boy who sells the cannabis is in his usual location,
talking with the man who serves the snacks. Peter rolls down the window, waiting as the
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boy ambles across. He cannot be more than twenty; his face wears all the
arrogance of self-important youth. Peter can just remember how it felt to be that sure of
himself.
‘Same as usual?'
'No,' Peter says. 'I'm looking for something different tonight.'
'Something harder?' The boy widens his eyes in feigned surprise.
'Are you able to get prescription medicines?' Peter says.
'Depends what you want.'
'I'm looking for some strong sleeping pills,' Peter says.
'Something in particular?'
Peter passes him a piece of paper on which he has written 50 tabs, nitrazepam.
'I'll need to make a phone call,' the boy says. 'It could take a while. Give me half
an hour.'
He wanders off in the direction of the ferry loading ramp, his mobile phone
already pressed to the side of his face.
Peter likes the harbour. Nothing here is picturesque. It sits apart from the rest of
the dowdy seaside town; nobody lives here. People and goods pass through; the boats
land their catches in the basin; huge refrigerated trucks collect fish from the market and
leave for Europe; sometimes seals follow the boats in, to feed on what the crews discard,
but even the seals disappear when it's clear that there's nothing more to be had. He likes
the way the place empties as the day dwindles, leaving only the remnants of a workforce,
those with nowhere else to be, or those seeking a place apart in which to linger.
Sometimes when his pain is too strong to allow sleep, he comes here and watches for the
dawn.
The boy has returned to his place by the snack bar. From the direction of the
town, a cyclist is approaching. He pedals as if racing cross-country: standing high off the
saddle of his mountain bike, his face shaded beneath an enormous helmet, his
movements rapid and exaggerated. He stops beside the snack bar, passes a package to
the boy and is gone as swiftly as he arrived.
The boy crosses to Peter's car and signals for him to lower the window.
'Managed to get what you wanted, but . . .'
'Let me guess,' Peter says. 'It was more expensive than you expected.'
'It'll cost you a pound
a tab. Do you still want the fifty?'
Peter does not reply, but takes his wallet from his inside pocket and counts out
the money.
'Always good to do business with you,' the boy says, handing a small box through
the window. 'I hope we'll see you again soon.'
'I don't think so,' Peter says.
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He throws the box on to the passenger seat.
He drives back along the shore road, and into the empty parking area that faces
across the bay. The pain, low in his back, has strengthened so that he can no longer
ignore it, and he shifts in his seat.
The box is covered in German text, brightly marked with a design of green and
blue lines and rectangles. He opens the flap at one end and shakes out the contents.
There are five plastic sheets, each as long as his palm is broad, each containing ten
tablets, sealed under transparent domes and backed by silver foil. They make a small
crinkling noise in his hand.
The tablets are round, flat and pale pink, the size and texture of cheap sweets.
They remind him of the Love Hearts he ate as a child, but with the messages still to be
added: Sweet dreams my love? Shall I tuck you in? Don’t let the bugs bite?
He pops one of the plastic domes and presses a pill into his hand, catching a faint
hint of its medicinal odour. Just another pill. He places the plastic sheets, the box and
the pill back on the passenger seat, and takes the half bottle of Famous Grouse from the
glove compartment.
The light is beginning to fade. An ebbing tide is slowly revealing an expanse of
grey silt. Small scurrying birds, here to flee the winter further north, follow the receding
water’s edge, touching their black bills to the wet surface. A ragged procession of gulls
moves southwards across the grey sky, with slow wing-beats. Their whiteness flashes
against a bank of purple cloud piled behind the peaks of the island across the water. In
the west, a solitary wedge of sunlight breaks through for a moment between land and
sky, then is gone, as a lamp is extinguished. Back across the bay, the buildings at the end
of the harbour are dark, and indistinct.
He opens the window. The smell of the sea and the faint plaintive calls of the
shorebirds come to him on the cool air. He sits motionless until the light is all gone, then
unscrews the cap from the bottle, and takes a swallow of the spirit, trying to ignore its
bite, knowing it will become smoother as he takes more. And then the first of the pills.
Crunched between his back teeth, its bitter taste seems entirely satisfactory.
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You dream of a barn: flax barrels full
as ships in port, cargo an echo of copper froth
in holds of wooden shadow.

Blue fields gone,
the door a square of yellow flowers
gouged with green,

casting grainy scents over machines
dormant with canola longings, vinyl seats
not yet eight decades worn down.

Light enough now, you walk the rafters,
posturing a swimmer on a diving board,
hearing your father’s warning,

a form of enactment:
flax barrels full, flax barrels blue,
again and again, a quick descent
into the easy-slipping sea.
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“ From straight avenues, sun strips dark
like masking-tape off new-painted walls. “
The Dog-Walker
Cameo Marlatt
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The Dog-Walker
Cameo Marlatt
The park is a gathering bowl
of light. Dawn thrills
roost-restless birds awake,
sifting night-porous trees.

From straight avenues, sun strips dark
like masking-tape off new-painted walls.
Wavering trails are swept as if with brooms.
And
there
is the dog, hunching through
hissing grass: soil, paw,
quickened in each other’s thrall.
There
is the dog-walker, foot-falling
westward, leash like a whip
bundled in her hand.

Her scythe-like strides
harvest shadows from the path.
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Gerard had been back for at least five
minutes. He hadn’t meant to be so quiet,
but he must have been because Grace
hadn’t noticed him from where she stood
by the kitchen window, looking out. He
couldn’t imagine what she could see from
there. It was just the garden she’d
insisted on once and had since let go to
ragwort and wild mint. Past the garden
were the fields: the carrots, which were barely sprouting, then the cabbages, which were
good for business when the rabbits hadn’t eaten away a few hundred pounds-worth. But
surely gazing at green cabbage wasn’t much better than looking at grass? It might’ve
been the yew way over on the hill that she was looking at—it was a grand tree—but it was
probably too far away to admire from that window.
There wasn’t anything special about this window; Grace could barely see where
they were buried from here. If she wanted, she could see them clearly from the bedroom,
but when she looked out at them from upstairs she got ideas she didn’t like. She could
just about see through the hedges, though. There they were, planted in the ground,
yielding nothing but weeds. Six months had seen the mounds of soil sink flat. That
word, mound, spun around in her head. The ragwort had claimed the whole garden
months ago, but the weeds where the mounds had been were different, darker, and
Grace had a horrible idea that it was because they were more nourished than the others.
‘Grace, will you come and sit with me?’ Gerard said from behind her. She started
and was too surprised to respond. He was meant to be in town; it had just been her and
the girls.
‘I thought you wouldn’t be back until dinner,’ she said, her voice so quiet that
Gerard had to strain to make it out. ‘You shouldn’t sneak up on people like that.’
Gerard wished he hadn’t strained to hear her; her distant tone still had some bite
in it and he clenched his hands into fists. But there was no use in getting angry, so he let
it slip away as easy as it had come. He sighed. Then he whistled to try and make her
smile (she’d always liked his terrible whistling). But she didn’t react at all.
‘I didn’t sneak up,’ he said, when the silence got too much. ‘You just didn’t notice
me.’
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Grace didn’t respond. She didn’t move her gaze from outside. She knew he was
right, but she didn’t want to tell him that. He didn’t gloat when he was right, but there
was always victory in his eyes and he was always so proud that he wasn’t a bad winner.
‘What are you looking at?’ he asked her, his voice too loud and hard—the voice of
a farmer who’s spent years in the wind and the rain. She didn’t want to answer. He had
no right to see them there, in the places he’d dug for them with his own hands as though
it was as easy as a spot of gardening or a morning’s work in the fields. It had been winter
when he’d buried them, but he had sweated. And then he’d come in hungry from his
labour, the loamy soil stuck to his boots. He’d sat down to make himself a sandwich with
the butter and ham and bread set out and he actually looked content. He was always
happiest when he was busy.
Gerard walked right up to her without her even noticing. He could smell her soft
hair and he couldn’t see anything but his memories. It’s strange how much memory a
smell can uncover.
‘You don’t see, do you?’ she said. And for a second she was right, and he couldn’t
admit it to her. But then he saw.
‘Oh,’ he said. ‘I see.’
‘You don’t see,’ she said, turning to look him in the face as he lied to her. He
wasn’t crying. Never did. But there was something alive in his dull blue eyes and she
knew he could see them.
‘Our girls,’ he said, ‘I didn’t realise you could see them from here. I thought it was
just from upstairs.’
‘You don’t cook,’ she said. ‘You don’t do the dishes anymore. You’re never in here
long enough to even look out the window.’
She turned from him. Back to the garden. They stood there, together, and stared
at the place where there had once been mounds, where the grass and weeds were darker.
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“ If I stare at the them for long enough, it’s
almost possible to imagine that nothing’s
changed, that I could look up and be a child
again, gazing out at the beige floral wallpaper
of my parents’ bathroom. “
Petals
Kerrie McKinley
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The bath bomb begins to fizz the moment
it hits the water. Hot droplets splash
around the sides of the bath and there’s a
dull thud as the bomb collides with the
base. I watch as the current catches it,
bobbing it across the surface like a rubber
duck in the sea. Tiny bubbles surface,
releasing their rose scent into the room.
I wait.
Once I hear the front door slam shut, I undress. Over the past fortnight I’ve had
enough of Callum’s sympathy to last me a lifetime, but on a Monday he always leaves a
little early for work, allowing me a full hour of quiet before I have to make my own
commute. One entire hour without having to hold back the tears, or answer every
question with, ‘I’m fine.’
‘Really? Are you sure?’
‘Yes, of course.’
‘Because you know I’m here for you.’
‘I know.’
‘If you need to talk—’
‘I know.’
‘I could take the day off work if you want. You have to start relaxing. You have to
think of the—’
‘I’m fine. Really. Please stop asking.’
By the time I step into the bath, the bomb has dissolved, turning the water into
raspberry-coloured silk against my cool skin. The only remainder is a pink flower which
must have been released from the bomb’s powdery centre. It’s made from some kind of
tissue paper. I squeeze a petal between my fingers; having absorbed a fair amount of
liquid in its travels around my tub, it feels more like a saturated sponge.
I play absentmindedly with the petals, watching the grey light of morning
dancing on the ripples around me. If I stare at the them for long enough, it’s almost
possible to imagine that nothing’s changed, that I could look up and be a child again,
gazing out at the beige floral wallpaper of my parents’ bathroom.
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‘Best part of the day,’ Mum used to muse while she tipped vibrant lilac bubble
bath into water, sleeves rolled up past her elbow as she swirled the hot and cold
together. ‘A few minutes of peace with my girls.’
Dinner, bath, milk, bed. It wasn’t quite every other day: seven-day weeks don’t
divide into twos, and apparently it was imperative to have a bath on a Sunday night
before school the next morning. My little sister Polly got excited about the weekend.
‘Two whole nights without a bath,’ she’d squeal on a Friday, but I looked forward to the
warm lavender water and Mum’s fingertips massaging shampoo into my hair.
When I close my eyes I see her, sitting on the dining chair which she’d drag
through each bath night. Sometimes she’d bring the book we were reading at bedtime –
The Famous Five, Anne of Green Gables, or The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe –
and treat us to an extra chapter. Some nights, she’d just bring her smile and a story
about so-and-so from the corner shop, or the latest exploits of our neighbour’s dog.
‘Right,’ she’d say eventually, glancing at the clock. ‘Time to get out.’
‘One minute more,’ I’d beg, while Polly jumped to her feet, skidding about on
the slippery surface in her urgency to get out.
‘I know, pet, but you can’t stay in there forever.’
I keep my eyes closed, shutting out our stark twenty-first century bathroom with
its white fixtures and grey tiles, and lie back in the warm water, breathing in Mum’s rose
perfume and, and—what else? No, don’t let it fade yet. Please. I’m not ready.
The last time I saw her was six days before she died. It was New Year’s and a
miserable start to 2016. Freezing rain pelted down on the windscreen as I drove up the
country lane towards my parents’ house. It’d been the wettest winter that any of us
could remember. Puddles littered the road.
‘You shouldn’t go in this weather,’ Callum had said over breakfast, reaching
across the table to grip my hand. ‘It’s not safe. Your mum’ll understand.’
‘That’s not the point, and you know it,’ I’d replied. ‘It wouldn’t be the same
without our New Year’s lunch. And besides, I’ve got to tell them today. It’ll be the perfect
start to the year.’
‘I wish I could come.’
‘I know, me too.’
‘Hazards of the profession, I guess,’ he said with a lopsided smile. As much as he
loves his job in our local hospital’s accident and emergency department, the hours are
often unsociable and unpredictable. Over the years it’s led to regular arguments between
us, especially the time when he was called in for a shift three days before our
honeymoon was due to end, but that’s Callum – always happy to please, always with a
smile on his face. Just like Mum.
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A mile from the house, I hit water. A dark torrent flowed down from a farm
road; in the gloom of the morning, it was almost invisible against the black tar. I’ve
travelled that road my whole life and I’d never before seen it flood in that spot, but the
winter’s persistent bad weather meant the ground was saturated and the rain had
nowhere else to go. The car juddered, and for a moment I thought it was going to stop.
‘Come on, come on,’ I murmured, nursing the accelerator as the car inched
forwards. ‘I can’t be stuck here, not now. I need to pee. Again. Come on, please.’
After a couple of stutters, I reached the other side and let out a sigh of relief
before I continued on up the road.
When I finally got to my parents’ house, they were sheltering inside the porch
watching for me.
‘What a day,’ said Dad, closing the front door behind me. ‘What were the roads
like? Shocking. Absolutely shocking.’
‘We thought you’d got stuck somewhere,’ said Mum. Not waiting for me to take
off my jacket, she took hold of me and planted a kiss on my forehead.
‘Mum,’ I said, trying to sound like I objected, but laughing on the inside. I went
straight to the bathroom to use the toilet, and to wash the lipstick print from my skin.
Over lunch, we discussed the usual: Polly’s latest email update from her gap
year in Australia, Callum’s ridiculous working hours, and the weather (of course).
‘And one last thing,’ I said as Mum was dishing the last of the mince pies and
Dad was pouring the coffee. ‘I brought a photograph to show you.’
I prised open my handbag and slipped the scan picture from its envelope. The
black-and-white image was small, not much bigger than the coaster which I laid it down
next to, but unmistakable.
Mum let out a squeak. Dad jumped up from the table and spilled coffee onto the
tablecloth, resulting in a mixture of swearing and congratulations.
‘Oh, pet,’ whispered Mum. ‘I’m so proud of you. I wasn’t sure if you’d have the
strength to try again. I’m so happy. I’m going to be a granny!’
‘Absolutely wonderful,’ said Dad, his voice like a loud-speaker next to Mum’s.
‘This calls for a proper drink.’
‘Dad, you know I can’t drink now.’
‘I didn’t mean for you,’ he called, already disappearing into the kitchen.
‘When are you due?’ asked Mum, reaching out to stroke the white outline. Her
eyes had widened to the size of fifty-pence pieces.
‘June. It’s been a nightmare waiting until now to tell you, but we wanted to have
the twelve-week scan first, just to make sure everything was all right this time.’
‘And it is?’
I nodded, unable to stop smiling. ‘And you can keep the photo.’
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*
I keep my eyes shut like an obstinate child refusing to accept that bath time is
over. The minutes are ticking past, the water cooling, but I can’t see the real world again
yet. One last time, I watch in my mind as Mum kisses me on the cheek and gingerly
places a hand on my belly, the baby bump protruding ever so slightly over the top of my
jeans.
The drive home. The standing water transformed into brown muck, the flooding
gone as quickly as it had appeared. Expecting to return to an empty house, but instead
being greeted by the smell of roasting beef and the radio playing the biggest hits of last
year.
‘It was really quiet so they let me off early,’ said Callum, meeting me in the
kitchen doorway to give me a peck on the cheek. ‘So I thought I’d rustle up a nice dinner
for my wonderful wife.’
‘You’re a sweetheart,’ I said, sinking down onto the first chair I could find and
rubbing my back, already aching with the beginnings of hormonal changes and
pregnancy weight. ‘What did I ever do to deserve you?’
‘I know, I know. I’m the best.’
When I open my eyes, my stomach looks strange. I put a hand to it and squeeze
the solid surface. I don’t suppose I’ve paid it much attention over the last few weeks; it’s
had a growth spurt without me noticing. The top sticks out above the water like the
glossy surface of a rock in a pink sunset.
The flower has broken up now. Loose petals float around me, drifting along the
surface in silent circles.
I was in the bath six days after New Year’s Day when the phone rang. Through
the plasterboard walls I heard Callum’s voice and pricked my ears for a name. It was a
Thursday evening so it was unlikely to be the midwife, but it was about the right time of
night for Polly to call from Australia, and if Callum was about to burst into the bathroom
with the phone then it was best to know so that I had time to rinse my hair out first.
‘Oh, hi Cara,’ he said, and I relaxed. Cara works with Callum; she’s regularly on
the phone asking him to come in for last-minute shifts. I resumed the task of massaging
my new mandarin-scented conditioner into my hair; I’d had to change brands after
discovering that the peach smell of my normal one was yet another thing that started off
my morning sickness.
A Thursday night, I thought, and in this weather. Once again the rain was
beating down on the skylights. It seemed as though it was the default weather setting for
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the whole winter. Oh well, another late shift was more money for the baby fund,
even if meant another night alone in front of the television for me.
‘Sorry, what did you say?’ he asked, the volume of his voice rising so that I could
hear every word. ‘You don’t mean—oh. Oh. Are you sure that—oh. God. What should
we?—right. Okay.’
Six petals. One for each day that I could have gone to her house and visited her,
talked to her about baby names, taken her shopping to see what clothes she might have
picked out for her first grandchild. One for each night that I could have phoned to tell
her that the wet winter was causing the road from her house to mine to flood in the most
unusual places, and to take care on the stretch from the farm road along to the wood.
One for each opportunity to save her life.
Through the ripples and reflections, my stomach seems to move of its own
accord. I frown at the strange sensation that accompanies it, like being tickled from
inside.
Once Polly was out of the bath, then it was my turn.
‘Come on,’ Mum would say. She’d grip my hand to help me out, wrap me in a
towel straight off the radiator and ruffle my damp curls. ‘Get through to the living room
then. I’ll get your milk in a minute.’
I close my eyes one more time and feel her soft lips on my forehead, the smell of
roses in my lungs.
‘No, Mum. I’m not ready.’ I hear the words escaping like someone else is saying
them.
Another sensation below the surface makes my eyes pop open and this time I
definitely see it: a wiggle below my belly button. The baby’s moving.
I swallow, the grief forcing a lump up in my throat at the same time as
excitement makes me want to scream.
One more time it moves, and it’s like the most delicate butterflies in the front of
my stomach, fluttering, twirling, trying to tell me that life goes on.
The water is cold, the pink from the bath bomb giving it the vague impression of
heat. All but one of the petals has sunk to the acrylic base, but now, as I reach my hand
out to stroke my growing bump, the final petal swirls across and lands on the taut
surface of my skin. As I tilt my body to the side to get a better look, it takes the shape of
a kiss, like lipstick left behind on a forehead.
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Memo
Mairi Murphy
Remember:

on a rainy day

clouds low
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water pouring empty light
remember:
how we pierced the raincloud,
gliding in blue sky
on top of one cloud
&

underneath another.

Nonsensical people stay on the ground
don’t walk upside down
cloud-skimming:
stay-cation grey

sky -hemmed,

sky-scraped.

Our rainbow- rimmed fingers
hold the horizon: this luminous life
this luminous life

smoothed over

the vault of the sky
clearly

invisible

still there: claro
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Intertidal Zone
Molly M Murray
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We step sideways into the peak of the intertidal zone, watching the social systems
of Pacific coast life wash up beneath our
feet. The water is still high; we’re barely
out of the spray zone and the sand is firm, taut beneath our feet. The others aren’t far. I
see their legs scattering further in the waves, arms waving, waves drowning their voices.
I look at Jerome slantwise. His body is long and vertical, abnormal to the sea lap
and the sand sward but at home inside his knotted sweater, eyes prominent like a
Byzantine hermit, chin tucked inside the grizzle that scraggles across his face.
“So, I’ve been writing more,” he says. Philadelphia voice: squarely inflected. I
tease him every time he says talk, without, north. “I’m like, taking a break from the
whole dating scene.” He flicks a shell across the sand and it kerplunks into the tide.
“Sick of complications. Sick of girls leading me on.”
“Yeah, seriously,” I agree. “Focus on growing.” I feel a little sick, a little empty in
the pit of my stomach. I’ve lost count of the number of times that I’ve pulled back from
his lips just before a kiss sprung to life. I ask him, “What happened with Kiley? Nothing
there?”
“Did I not tell you? Drama, drama, drama. So over.”
“Dang, yeah,” I say. “I’m sorry.” I pick up an oyster shell; it lived cemented to a
sea rock community until pried free by an unrelenting beak, hackled by an unrelenting
claw, sucked dry. The inside of the thumb-shaped shell is still slightly pearlized, opalescent in the shore-mist of the afternoon.
He bends down, absurdly skinny and pasty-white, to sift a blue-gray shard of sea
glass. He looks through it, over it, corner to corner. “Here, for you,” he says.
“Thanks,” I say. “Prettiness.” I take the stone and take in the beach, damp white
sand, moon rocks, chain of broken shells and empty urchins cast out of the sea, rough
slap of the Northwest Pacific, our alien bodies. I feel completely at home, sea glass in
hand, shells pocketed in my hoodie, scarf whipping in wind, feet wrapped in Chaco sandals.
Jerome picks up a starfish, so small that I missed it in the ragged fray of lost
claws and blank shells. I think it’s dried, pecked at first, but then the tips of its arms curl
miraculously, a fringe of life that survives unlatched from its home. It is gorgeously,
beautifully self-possessed, fabulously alive. He turns the naked sole over and I see the
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tube feet lining like the teeth of a comb, miniscule millipedes of feet squirming miraculously, feeling air.
Jerome looks at him fondly. “This dude is incredible,” he says. “Look at his little
arms move? The way he survived out here, fighting for his life? This dude is my hero.”
It’s still alive; sucking in life when the waves scuttle in. Every atom is engaged in
the heroic struggle to hide its nakedness from gulls and crabs, to breathe on this narrow
fringe of astringent air. I hate the thought. “I know we should let nature be nature,” I
say. “But let’s find a tide pool. It’s never gonna survive up here.”
We walk downshore to a ring of seawater, an oasis sheltered by sea rock crags encrusted in barnacles. Blood-red anemones fling open, clasp shut, with every lap of water
like lungs. We put the little sucker on the sand on the edge to let him find his way.
“I am totally gonna write about him,” he says. “So Vonnegut.”
“So Nietzsche,” I say.
“Dude, you know how rare you are?” he says. I bite my lip. Last time we hugged
goodbye his deflected kiss landed on my neck and there he stayed, neck hugging my
neck. Dude, what is it with necking, here? I think. It’s like the West Coast erogenous
zone. Good thought. Now I am annoyed. I told – I tell him – I don’t want more than
friendship.
“Don’t worry. I know we’re just friends,” Jerome says. “But… seriously… Do you
know how amazing this is to have a day off together? This is like, pretty incredible. I’ve
lived here for five years but I’ve never been here. I just, like, wanna drink this in.”
I remind myself: Would I ever be happy with someone who didn’t venture to the
fringe of his city in five years? With a college grad who didn’t reach for more than
barista shifts and the occasional binge into philosophy and writing? I tell myself: When
it comes down to it, the scraggle on his chin doesn’t call out to me, kissable.
Jerome shuffles his feet in the sand and we tilt into a friendly side hug, leaning
into each other’s necks. His hand slides to the middle of my back and presses so that I
feel his long bony fingers.
“Thanks, Jerome,” I say. “I’m glad we’re still friends.” I deflect the thought that
when we say goodnight, we will hold each other so tightly to fill in our empty spaces.
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Perfect Couple
Molly M Murray

To rearrange us you can’t buy a paint-by-numbers kit.
You can’t expect me to be 3: leaf green, or you 4: sunlit yellow,
nicely cut, trimmed to a composite shape by our own black lines.

You’ll have to slice off my arms first. Put them back by my side.
Unclasp our fingers. Probably trim around the hearts with a sharp
crafting knife, the kind that cuts through glass and putty.

To be composite and self-sustaining there must be blood.
Preferably your own but probably mine too; we are joined
at the hip, a gingerbread couple baked together.
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The phone at his ear rings one,
two, three, four times. Mr. Steed rubs the
sleep from his eyes and wishes he were still in bed. His daughter doesn't answer. He
shuts the phone with a snap, stuffs it into his pocket, and sits back against the bench.
It's 9 AM, and fog lies thick and wet across the park. The war memorial is barely visible,
a worn-down obelisk peppered with pigeon droppings and ringed by a black iron fence.
Mr. Steed cannot even remember which war its meant to commemorate—it has been
there since he was as young as his grandson, an immemorial memorial.
The early morning dog-walkers are out in force in bulky, faded parkas. Between
them the last of the joggers are still weaving in and out: sweaty-backed men and thirtysomething women in tight black leggings. When Mr. Steed was thirty-something,
women had not worn leggings. As he got older, it was good to remember that not
everything changed for the worst.
A tall woman, all sinuous muscle and hard angles, says “good morning,” as she
passes. Mr. Steed turns to his grandson beside him in the bench, huddled inside a blue
parka. He winks.
“She was checking you out,” he says.
The boy pulls himself even further into his coat. “She was not,” he says.
Mr. Steed ruffles the boy's hair. “Someday they will be,” he says. “Give it a few
years.”
The boy does not look up. His eyes are hidden behind dark bangs. The boy needs
a haircut, he thinks.
“Does your mom cut your hair?”
The boy looks up.
“Your mom. She cut your hair ever?”
“Sometimes.” The boy looks down again. “When will she be here?”
“Bored of granddad already?” Mr. Steed leans forward and rubs his temples.
“Yeah. She'll be here. Soon.”
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A Yorkie and her owner pass them by, both of their faces invisible behind puffs of
grey hair. Mr Steed nudges the boy with his elbow.
“Since you aren't interested,” he says, “that one was looking at me.”
He waits for a laugh that doesn't come. Water from a stone, he thinks. He
chuckles a bit to himself, though.
***
To be honest, he'd hoped that Jenny was living in a better neighbourhood, near a
nicer park. Not here, where the brown river sludges by and the lawns are a muddy
churn. He'd have preferred a park where soda cans didn't roll by when the wind picked
up, and a person wasn't liable to slip on a plastic bag or abandoned condom. Across the
water, the hulks of abandoned factories hunker. He can remember when they'd clanked
and screamed and decided that the quiet was worse. If you listened, you could hear the
rust creeping.
“Your dad worked there,” he says to the boy, whose eyes follow Mr. Steed's out
across the river. “Your granddad too.”
“What does Dad do now?”
“I think that's a question for your mother,” grunts Mr. Steed. He breathes in the
thick, crowding stillness. “She still with, whasisname, Nick?” The boy looks at him,
blank. “Auto Repair. Smells like oil. Big guy.” He flourishes his hands over his belly in an
expansive gesture. “You know. Big.” He chuckles.
“That's Nate.”
“Righto. You like Nate?”
“I don't know.”
“Your mom still with him?”
The boy scrunches up his brows. “I don't think so.” He seems to chew on that
thought for a while, looking back out toward the factory. “Who works there now?”
Mr. Steed shrugs. “Ghosts and spiders, mostly. Animals.”
“Are there fairies?” The boy brightens just a bit. He leans forward on the bench,
trying to peer out across the river, through the chicken-wire fencing.
“Fairies? You kidding—?” Mr. Speed stops, but too late. The boy's smile is gone.
He retracts suddenly, turtle-like, into his coat. Mr. Steed sighs. He supposes that's just
how boys are now, nothing like when he was younger. Didn't teach them anything useful
anymore, let them keep holding on to kid's stories—Santa Claus, the Easter Bunny, a
career in the arts.
“You really believe in fairies?” He asks, more gruffly than he'd meant. The boy
stares at the ground. “How old are you now, ten?” With a start, Mr. Steed realises that
he doesn't know.
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The boy doesn't answer at first. Then he says, “She says they steal things. I see
them sometimes. We do. Me and Mom. Sometimes I hear them fighting at night.”
Mr. Steed yawns. “What do they fight about, these fairies?”
The boy is staring across the river again. “I don't know,” he says. “They don't
speak our language.”
***
His grandson wants a cherry ice pop. In mid-December. Their feet slide in the
mud as they trudge toward the corner store. The boy is odd like that. He likes cold
things: ice cream and crystal breath and the thin sheen of ice that grows on even the
dirtiest puddles.
They don't have cherry, but the boy doesn't bat an eye. He picks out grape
instead. Mr. Steed pays for it, and the boy thanks the adolescent at the till.
“You're crazy,” he tells his grandson as they leave. “You'll freeze from the inside.
You want that?” The boy shrugs, and unwraps the ice pop.
How had this happened? His own children had been so easy. Jenny was so sweet
and outgoing at that age. He can't find much of his daughter in this child. In fact, he
can't find much child at all. Not in this strange, serious little creature.
The boy wipes the hair out of his eyes as he bites into the frozen juice. His eyes
are very blue. Those are Jenny's, at least.
***
Shortly before becoming a widower, Mr. Steed promised his wife that he would
not give up on the things they had done together, the things that made a life worth
living. After she died, he repeated that promise to himself. And so he kept his garden,
his movies, he attended ballroom dances some nights at the community centre. He had
regrets, sure, everyone did. But he had his health, and most of his hair, and some
remnant of his good looks. Old age had been kind to Mr. Steed, as kind to him as it had
been cruel to others—the ones who wilted away.
He hated to see that. And the last time he had seen his daughter, a few days after
Christmas two years ago, he had been shocked and saddened by her, too. She was thin
now, stooped a little, her skin slackening on her cheeks. She didn't look like his Jenny,
this woman. She was not the child who won gymnastics ribbons in school and cut
pictures of horses from magazines. They had gone out to get burgers. The boy was with
them, silent. They all were. One moment from that day stood out to Mr. Steed, and he
could not leave it behind. He had told the waitress as she served his coffee that she had
beautiful eyes. She had, too—brown and gleaming like light through bottle-glass. He
hadn't meant anything by it. The waitress smiled, or pretended to, but Jenny had looked
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up at the girl with sudden hatred. She seemed so hard then, wrinkled and hunched, her
knuckles standing white on the handle of her mug. The waitress hadn't noticed, but he
had. The boy had too—he was looking up at her unblinking, impassive, taking every line,
every bit of her, into himself. The train went by outside, rattling pictures in their frames
and making the plates buzz on the chipped green table tops.
For a time, Mr. Steed hadn't been able to say much. “Jenny darling,” he managed
at last. “Do you need anything?”
His daughter, his once-little daughter, slumped back against the booth and
shrugged.
After that, he hadn't heard much. His few calls went to voicemail. Sometimes a
post on Facebook. A photo of the boy at his last day of fifth grade. A grainy cell-phone
picture of his report card—an A and 3 Bs. A curt prayer posted on his sister's wall after
her surgery—“Praying for the best, Auntie Ell.” Smiley face. Once or twice a selfie, made
up in dark-lit bars, next to men he didn't know.
And then, three days ago, the boy himself on the doorstep in his puffy coat, a
backpack on his shoulders.
“Mom says I need to stay here a few days,” he had said, unsmiling.
***
What frightens Mr. Steed the most is that the boy never asks where his mother
has gone. He has no faith in her, or too much. Mr. Steed is too afraid to ask, to wonder if
this might all be, in some way, his own fault. After two hours in the park the boy begins
to fidget, to kick with his thin, knobby legs at the ground, scraping the cement with his
red trainers. They get up and walk for a bit, along the murky river. The boy runs his
fingers along the black iron fence, watching the bonelike trees.
“How's school going?”
A shrug. “Okay.”
“Know anybody from your old school?”
“No.”
“Any cute girls?”
Shrug.
“You study hard?”
The boy thinks for a moment. “I like to draw,” he says finally.
“You got art class?”
Another shrug.
“Righto.” Mr. Steed cannot think of something else to say to say. A cyclist whizzes
around him. On your left, asshole. He reddens, feeling a buzzing in his ears—no—his
pocket. He pulls out his phone, squints, unfolds it. “Jenny?”
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“Dad.”
“You all right?”
“Fine. I—listen.” For a moment, all Mr. Steed can hear is the whistle of wind in
Jenny's receiver. Somewhere, a car horn blurts. “How's Sam?” she asks.
“Sam?” It takes a moment for him to realise that she's talking about the boy.
“Right. Sam. Yes. Good. He's well. Needs a haircut. Are you—”
“Listen, can I talk to him?”
“Yes, I—but—” he takes a deep breath and passes the phone. The boy presses it to
his ear, walks in slow circles—from the trash bin to the old oak to the fence, his steps
measured. Mr Steed can't hear much of what he's saying. Yes mum. No mum.
Mr. Steed gives up trying to listen and thumps onto a damp bench, fiddles with
the tips of his moustache. He is always tired, these days. He is aware of his body in ways
he never used to be; it slows him down, drags behind him. The distances in his life—to
the mailbox, the Community Centre, the kitchen—feel greater and greater, as though the
world were inflating like a balloon. And every year it gets worse.
He looks up just as the boy closes his phone with a pop. He looks for some clue in
the boy's face, but its like reading the fine print on his cellular contract—he knows the
words, but can't make heads or tails of the meaning. He pulls himself off the bench, and
the boy takes a few steps toward him, holding out the phone.
Just then a reddish blur darts past them, causing Mr. Steed to jump backward. It
yips, running toward the bridge over the river. Goddamn vermin, he thinks and turns
around, but he boy is no longer there. With a yelp of his own, he is tearing after the fox,
straining to keep up.
“Hey!” Mr. Steed shouts, but the boy doesn't answer. He sprints across the bridge
and is lost behind the bushes. Mr. Steed swears. He runs for twenty paces before he has
to slow down again, his legs weak and his lungs heaving.
Kids, he thinks. Nothing but trouble. Always dashing away after the silliest
things, getting lost in one place after another. By the time you find them, you may not
even know them anymore.
***
Jenny had always been a passionate girl, one who went three or four steps too
many, who crashed often, who moved so fast that she couldn't swerve away. She married
young, to Don, working under him at the old mill. Good fella, Mr. Steed had supposed at
the time, if flighty. Don wasn't there when the mill went quiet; a falling beam had
broken his back some years before. He drank and pilled, for the pain. At some point, the
boy was born. The second husband was a street-corner opportunist, who ended up doing
time for consumer fraud. He knew nothing about the men she'd seen since then, or how
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many.
But he knew how much she loved that boy, poured herself into him. After Lucille
passed, he hardly heard from her at all. That the boy was here at all—that was what
worried him the most.
***
He finds his grandson ten minutes later, sitting cross-legged on the riverside path
and staring through the wire fence into the old factory grounds. He is watching the fox,
almost unblinking, as it chews at the remains of an old candy wrapper. It looks up,
stares at the boy eye to eye, and then returns to its meal.
Mr. Steed crouches beside him, rubbing his stiffened calves. “You're going to kill
your old granddad,” he says.
The boy leans his head against the fence, his fingers interlaced in its steel
diamonds. “I wanted to watch the fairy,” he says.
Mr. Steed nods, doesn't know how to respond. “You should be careful with those.
They'll give you diseases, rooting in trash like that.”
“No,” he says. “They only look like animals. It's just a disguise that they put on so
we won't get afraid and hurt them. Mum says when I see a fairy, it means that
something is going to change. Get better.”
He thinks to correct the boy, set him straight. But he can't bring himself to. He's
too tired, he aches. He picks up his phone where the boy has set it beside him. Two
missed calls, no messages. He rocks slowly backward till he's sitting beside the boy, and
looks again at the fox. It has rolled over on its back, the candy wrapper clutched to its
white belly, seeming to smile. He feels a twinge of—what—jealousy?
The boy shifts beside him. Mr. Steed realises, with a start, that he is looking at
him.
“Are you okay, Grandpa? You're breathing weird.”
“Yeah.” Mr. Steed chuckles. “Don't run away from me like that again, Sam, okay?”
“Okay.”
“How's your mom?”
The boy shrugs. “She's not with him anymore.”
“What?”
“Nate.”
“Fat Nate?”
“I guess.”
“Is she coming?”
Another shrug. The boy pushes the hair away from his eyes, bites his lip. He
looks, for once, just like a child.
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They are both silent for a minute, watching the fairy. After a moment, something
comes back to Mr. Steed.
“Fairies have wings,” he says.
“No they don't,” scoffs the boy. “If they did, the disguise wouldn't work.”
“When I was a kid,” Mr. Steed says, “younger than you, I think, we lived on this
river. My brothers and I. We'd play out in the water—it was cleaner, then—and we'd try
to catch dragonflies. We thought that they were fairies, and if you caught one it would
have to grant a wish.”
“What if you hurt them?”
Mr. Steed shakes his head. “We never did catch one.”
The boy screws up his face, his nose crinkling. “That's weird,” he says. “Fairies
aren't bugs.”
***
The fog dissipates, until the grey sky stands alone. The world is expanding. They
see rows of trees now, lampposts, the chipped peak of the distant memorial. They can
even see the world beyond the park—rows of black rooftops, a billboard advertising
deodorant. They are walking together, back across the bridge. Mr. Steed looks at his
watch. Nearly two. He tries to call Jenny again.
Howdy there, you've reached Jenny, I'm away right now—so sorry! Leave a
message at the beep.
He takes a breath. Lets it out. “Hi dear. We're here at the park. Might get some
food. Gimme a call when you can.”
He turns to the boy. “You hungry?” He asks. “I'm hungry. You like Chinese?”
The boy looks up at him, painfully reminding Mr. Steed of Jenny at that age. He
puts a hand on the boy's shoulder.
He says, “It'll be all right, you know. She's working out some things, your mum.
But she loves you, and she'll be back when she can, and we—you and I—we're just going
to have to trust her. Right?”
“But I do trust her,” says the boy.
Mr. Steed frowns, chews the tips of his moustache. “Ah. Then—good.” Nearby, a
steeple chimes the hour. Something—the fairy, maybe, scuffles in the underbrush. “You
can help me then, eh?”
Sam shrugs. Dips his head in what may or may not be a nod.
“She's coming,” Mr. Steed says again. “Don't you worry.”
And he knows in his heart that she is, even though it will not be today.
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“ the girls: gladiators
and who cares about men
cartwheeling off into the blue “
Show Offs
Ryan Vance
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sooner or later it comes to blows
these red-faced men in the park
bare-chested in first sun of March

and the girls in short denims
old enough to know better just - doing the splits on the grass

it's the easiest thing but
more honest by far
would be a role reversal

the girls: gladiators
and who cares about men
cartwheeling off into the blue
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Crackerjack
Ryan Vance

I need love like a microwave
to turn me inside out
as popcorn in slow-motion:
cracked kernel curves unfolding
for easy sustenance
entertainment
good health

I don't care if I burn
some people like charcoal

but I want expansion
and yield
an application of heat
in close quarters
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lest I, hard and shiny,
not yet tender and exploded
crack a smile

when at long last
with an open hand
curled at the tips
to stop my spill

we ping

and I'll know I'm ready

still waiting for my salt
still waiting for my sweet
hot butter
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nineteenth-century art. She now works as an admin assistant in the physics department
and saves for further traveling. She is also studying photography using her father's old
Zenith camera and finds inspiring subject matter in Glasgow's vibrant street life.
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Christopher Lynch has a First Class Honours MA in English Literature from the University of Glasgow, and is currently studying on the MLitt in Fantasy Literature from the
University of Glasgow. In September 2016 he will begin a PhD in Urban Fantasy at the
same university, specifically researching Terry Pratchett's Discworld series.

AK Thaysen is an artist, writer, and poet from Texas. She has a Bachelor’s in Painting
and a second Bachelor’s in English Literature, graduating both summa cum laude & Phi
Beta Kappa. She is currently working on a MLitt in Creative Writing at the University of
Glasgow. She has bicycled across 4 countries, traveled to 23, and lived in the US, Denmark, the Czech Republic, and Scotland. When she’s not designing the layouts of From
Glasgow to Saturn, she enjoys books, dogs, comedy, bicycle rides, and her weirdo
friends. Find her on twitter at @AK_Thaysen.

Laura R Becherer is a doctoral student at the University of Glasgow. She writes poetry and fiction that primarily focus on women's narratives and fairy tales. She is currently
writing her first novel, a magical realist retelling of Little Red Riding Hood that focuses
on trauma and PTSD. She is also the co-author of the upcoming book *A Drink of One's
Own: Feminist Cocktails for Literary Ladies*, to be published by Freight in the autumn
of 2016.
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